
Computer Assistant User Guide



Open software (Windows)

Press〈More info〉→〈Run anyway〉
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※ Other anti-virus software may also prevent the software 
from opening, please click to run anyway



Open software (Mac)
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1. Move Cubiio2 Assistant to Applications

2. "Cubiio2 Assistant" can't be open…,

Press〈OK〉

3. 〈Open Anyway〉Cubiio2 Assistant in 

Security & Privacy

4. Press 〈Open〉
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Software interface
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1. Tool bar

2. Drop files area

3. Start/Stop button

4. Files list
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Connection 
settings

AP Mode WiFi Settings
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AP Mode

1. Turn on the Cubiio2 power

2. Find your Cubiio2 SSID "cubiio2-XXXX" in WiFi list.

3. Press connect and the password is identical to SSID. 

4. Press from tool bar〈Machine〉→〈Connect Cubiio2〉
→〈Direct Connect〉

5. The successful connection dialog 
window shows that the computer has 
successfully connected to Cubiio2.
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Description: Please operate in AP mode for the first time



WiFi Settings

Press from tool bar〈Machine〉→〈WiFi Settings〉

Description: Please use AP mode to connect to the machine before WiFi settings.

This setting can connect the computer and Cubiio2 to your WiFi (2.4GHz wireless network only)
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1. Enter the your WiFi name (SSID)

2. Enter the your WiFi pssword

3. Fill the name of the machine

(Such as：cubiio2-XXXX)

4. Press OK button to connect

Press from tool bar 〈Connect Cubiio2〉
→〈Scan My WiFi〉

Wait for the "Found Cubiio2" window to appear, 
click on it to complete the connection.
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Go Home Test

Press from tool bar〈Machine〉→〈Go Home〉

The machine performs the “Go Home" action, and the 
indicator light shows a green breathing light after the 
action is complete.

If the machine does not move, please follow the suggestions below:

1. Whether the computer is connected to the machine with WiFi

2. Connect in AP mode again, you need to see the "Successfully 

Connected" window

3. Whether the upper cover of the machine is properly closed, there is 

a cover closure sensor inside

4. Check whther the safety key on the rear is properly installed
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Description: Whenever the Cubiio2 as power on, the “Go Home” procedure must be 

executed first.
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Cubiio 2 Information

Press from tool bar〈Machine〉→〈Connect Cubiio2〉
→ Check the Cubiio2 information
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Firmware version

Cubiio2 serial number

Cubiio2 model type

Laser head type



Laser 
processing
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Import Files

Drop file You can view the added file in 
the list window on the right

Multiple files can be added

Description: Supported file format includes: g-code(.txt)、.cub、.bmp

Refer to the official website for how to generate g-code files: http://cubiio.muherz.com/tw/file_convert_text.html

Determine the actual processing size of the bmp file based on the file dpi information.
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1. ↑：File order forward

↓： File order backward

X ：Delete file
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http://cubiio.muherz.com/tw/file_convert_text.html


Parameter adjustment

Choose file and click it

1. Speed (1%~100%)

2. Power (1%~100%)

3. The height of the processing position, with the 

upper surface of the base plate as the origin, 

upwards is positive and downwards is negative

(+10 mm ~ -3 mm)

4. How many times the process should be repeat

5. When the process is repeated, the focal length of 

the laser moves downward each time.
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Edit file parameter page



Parameter adjustment

Choose file and click it

6. Processing position setting, the x and y coordinates 

of the file center position.

7. File rotation (positive for counterclockwise)

8. Scale up/down

9. Rotation axis position

10. Complete parameter setting
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Edit file parameter page

x

y

Coordinate origin



Upload and Start
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1. Press 〈Upload Files〉 button

2. Wait for the orange progress bar to complete

3. The successfully uploaded files window pops up
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4. Start: Start processing 

(execute the files in the file list in sequence)

Stop: Stop processing 
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Firmware 
update
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Firmware update
Press from tool bar 〈Machine〉→〈Advance〉→
〈Update Firmware〉

1. Display the current machine firmware version, and check the latest firmware version

2. Download the latest firmware

※ Note: To check the latest firmware and download the latest firmware, you must connect 

your computer to an external network

3. Drag the downloaded firmware (.bin) file to this area to start the firmware update

4. When the orange progress bar runs to the end, the machine will start to update the 

firmware and the indicator light will be red

5. The successful firmware upload window pops up. After the firmware update is completed, 

the machine will automatically return to the original point, and the indicator light will be a 

green breathing light.
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Calibration
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Calibration
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Press from tool bar〈Machine〉→
〈Advance〉→〈Update Firmware〉

1. Please refer to the test paper placement position on the next page

2. Press “Run Calibration” button (Fixed parameters: speed 30%, 

power 60%, height 0)

3. Measure the distance between the engraved line and the paper 

boundary. Key in the "cali-x" and "cali-y" and press the 〈Set offset〉

button

3-1. After setting, the calibration value you entered will pop up.
3-1
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Description : After replacing or disassembling the laser head, the calibration process is necessary



Use yellow paper for calibration and 
make sure the paper close up tightly
with left edge and down edge

Calibration engraving
The laser will engrave an L-
shaped right angle in the down 
left corner.

cali-x

cali-y

Measure with a ruler
The horizontal distance from the engraving 
line to the edge of the paper is "cali-x"
The vertical distance from the engraving 
line to the edge of the paper is "cali-y"
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Calibration
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4. Confirm the origin position: The laser 

head will move to the left-down corner 

and turn on the low-power laser. 

Confirm that the laser spot is located at 

the border junction of the corner.

If there is still a visible gap between the 

light spot and the border of the metal 

base plate, repeat steps 1 to 3.

5. Calibration is complete, press Ctrl + 

Shift + H to "Go Home" program.
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Calibration



Congratulations on completing the guide ！


